RGB Installation Step 1
Locate screws holding in the glass and remove.

RGB Installation Step 2
Carefully remove glass panel by pulling on the tabs located on the left and right side of the firebox.

RGB Installation Step 3
Locate RGB Light ember kit inside of unit box which consist of clear strip, glass chunks, glacier crystals, RGB light strand, RF Receiver and RGB remote.

RGB Installation Step 4
Locate red and yellow wires coming off the mother board and off the driver box. Plug in wires to each other.

RGB Installation Step 5
Locate RGB light strip and remove paper covering sticky strip. Place RGB light strip along bottom rail of Z metal attached to unit.

RGB Installation Step 6
Locate plug on the RGB light strip and the driver box. Plug in wires to each other.
Locate glass glaciers and glass chunks. Place glass glaciers along the clear strip covering the entire bottom tray. Evenly place glass chunks on top of glass glaciers in the direction desired.
Replace glass in front of unit where it was first removed.